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of this u lication is to serve as an organ of As ury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest and
value rimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, students and
friends, ut also to a roader readershi of churchmen, theologians,
The

ur ose

students and other interested ersons.
Material u lished in this ournal a

ears here ecause of its intrin
of
on-going
theological issues. While this
does
not
with
to
those theological ournals
u lication
retend
com ete
s ecializing in articles of technical scholarshi , it affirms a commitment
to rigorous standards of academic integrity and ro hetic forthrightness.
sic value in the

discussion

Introduction to
This Issue
y George
The Editorial Board of The

A. Turner

As ury

Seminarian has asked the

De art

ment of Bi hcal Studies to furnish material for this issue. The article

Case for Bi lical

John Oswalt,

y
tively

and in

Authority
one

de th

of

with

A

authority of the Old Testament is
younger rofessors, who deals erce
of the ongoing issues which is constantly

on

the

our

one

alive to readers of the Bi le.

Livingston of our faculty contri utes the im ortant
analysis in the Old Testament. This a er was read
Evangelical Theological Society Meeting in Jackson, Mississi i

Dr. G. H.

article
at the

on

structural

in Decem er of

and is

shows the mark of mature

now

made availa le for this issue. It

scholarshi

and at the

same

time reveals

a

scholar who is a reast of contem orary issues in methodology.

really e ositions of Bi
lical truth rather than messages which merely claim Bi lical relevance
and origin. Ronald Ball was the senior chosen to reach in the s ring of
the last academic year as a re resentative of his class. He has made his
sermon availa le to us. He
lans to go into full-time evangelism, and
this sermon, ased as it is u on the Bi le and delivered with evangelistic
zeal, is considered y our committee a commenda le e am le of Bi li
cal and evangelistic reaching.
Most of

us

like to hear

sermons

that

are

A Case for

Bi lical

Authority

y John N.

Oswalt

In an age crying out for authority, many are looking to the Bi le.
But what is the nature of the Bi le s authority From whence is it de
rived

How is it

e ressed What

are

its

im lications

The thesis of this

article is that any view of the Bi le s authority vested in it y the com
munity is inade uate in the face of the Bi Ucal henomena. The author

ity of Scri ture

is inherent in its nature

does and does not demand will

virtually its entire history,
acce ted the Bi le s a arent

For
has

as

revelation. What such

e e amined in

a

view

closing.

until the last

years, the Church

claim that it is the written Word of

God. It was, and is, the revelation of God. So said the Church. There
fore, the Bi le was also assumed to e the final source on all matters of

science, history, geogra hy,

etc.

literary and historical criticism in the last century raised
a out all that. So much that the whole idea of the Bi le

The rise of

uestions
having its source in God was re ected y many thinkers and theologians.
It was a record, now entirely rewritten, of a eo le s gro ing for God.
However, for many in oth Euro e and America who acce ted the
findings of literary and historical criticism, such a conclusion did not
do ustice to the singularity of the Bi le. They were im ressed y its un
usual conce ts of history, God, humanity, etc. The consensus arose
that while the Bi le was not itself revelation, it was a witness to revela
tion. It re orted and recorded, inter reted and re-inter reted certain
genuinely revelatory acts of God in history. Thus, the idea of revela
tion in history ecame an im ortant theological construct, es ecially
in this country during the
s.
the
British
scholar
James Barr, among others, ointed out
However,
that this construct with its great em hasis u on the revelatory acts of
God does not do ustice to the ma ority of Scri ture where God is
uoted or at least said to e the source of the ideas. One must hasten
John N. Oswalt is Associate Professor of Bi lical Languages at As ury
Theological Seminary. He holds the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
Brandeis

University.

to add that Barr does not argue that God did

attem t

s eak,

only

that any
Bi hcal idea of itself which does not take ac

to convey the

count of the idea of the

s eaking

God is to that

ut

degree inade uate.

To

acce t certain Bi lical categories while re ecting others, he suggests,
is to arrive at a osition which is neither Bi lical nor scientific.

Many

other voices echoed Barr s and raised other

The result

uestions

as

well.

thought
authority
history conce t. But no general agree
ment has een reached as to where the authority does reside. The most
which many can say is summed u in the osition of Barr the Bi le
holds authority over the community of faith ecause the community
has delegated it such authority. He refers to the Bi le as the Classical
model of faith. The Jewish and Christian communities have desig
nated certain e eriences and statements as the est e am les of what
that Bi lical

was a consensus

to reside in

a

e

cannot

revelation in

their faith is all a out. Since their faith is

our

faith,

we are

not free to

vary from this model as we will. True, it is not rescri tive, nor does it
say all there is to say, ut, as we ste into the future, we must always
evaluate ourselves y that model, lest unknowingly, we lose our identity.

Similarly,

tution,

a

John

Bright

uses

analogy of the United States Consti
authority over us ecause of its sum

the

document which has

marization of the ideas u on which our nation was founded and e
cause we agree to a ide
y it. The Constitution defines what the

ecause of

United States is, not

some

uality,

inherent

the facts of history. Nevertheless, while the
radical de arture from the Constitution, in so

radically

come

ecause of

ut

states could make

doing they

would

a

e

een the

discontinuous with that entity which has

United States of America.
The comments of
mind

us

that if the

oth

Bright

day should

and Barr

come

are

useful

ecause

when the Bi le is not

they re
a key
if

key factor in the formation of the nature, doctrine and min
of the Christian Church, on that day, whatever else it may e, it

not the

istry

ceases

to

e the Christian Church.

Nevertheless, there

are

thoughtful

eo le

around the world who

and Barr and those like them

Bright
Given the uni ue character
years, is it enough to

wonder if

are

saying enough.

and im act of the Bi le across at least
say that the Bi le has authority ecause

the communities of faith have

given

it

authority

Certainly

the

eo le

of the United States have created their Constitution and made it what
it is. Is the same true of the Bi le Is it the roduct of Israel and the

Church

Or in

some

sense

are

they

the

roducts

of the Bi le and

The

that divine self-disclosure which it records

munity of faith

As ury Seminarian

O viously,

it took

a com

to interact with God and to record the ways in which

He revealed Himself. But did not that

ture, in

some sense

The issue

create

comes

and nature of

a

God

revelation, now enclosed in Scri
that community and does it not do so still

down to this

seeking

a

does the Bi le reveal the character

community, or is it the record of a com
former, then it is revelatory and carries

munity seeking God
the very authority of the unchanging God for all eo le in all times.
If it is the latter, then it is no more authoritative than any other ody
of religious literature. It is the
rovince of religious historians and
anti uarians, s eaking only to those who already elieve.
In this vein, it is interesting to note that Barr, in his recent ook The
Bi le in the Modem World, only mentions the ossi ility of the Bi le
eing revealed in assing, and then dismisses it. Yet when inveighing
so elo uently against the ade uacy of historical e
erience as consti
he
revelation which
that
some
of
tuting revelation,
only
argued
conce t
accounted for the Bi lical idea of the s eaking God was acce ta le.
If it is the

One has the

un leasant feeling that he attacked the idea of revelation
through history, not to ut a more ade uate conce tion in its lace,
ut ecause the whole conce t of a revealing God, in word or event, is
meaningless to him. Yet without that conce t the Bi le has only a very
relative claim u on society today, a fact which ecomes ainfully clear
as Barr tries to e
lain how the religious a rehensions of eo le
years ago has any relevance to

to

the twentieth century.
But on what asis might
rived

authority

for

Church tradition of

thinking

one

Scri ture

ersons in the second half of

argue for an inherent rather than a de
One reason is the not inconsidera le

years. We

ought

of scholars and divines of the

not dismiss

ast

incom ara le a ility

lightly

the

centuries and

est

more.

survive, and ury, the
redictions of its imminent demise. Another is its ca acity to re uve
nate roken and attered lives. Another is its a ility to ca ture the es
Another is the Bi le s

sence

of human life

so

well that

across

to

years

we see

ourselves in

its characters. Beside it how

strange and odd seem the finest e am les
Elish, the Gilgamesh e ic, the Tale of
the
We
can
Anaeid.
A ht, Homer,
say of each of them, This is great
literature. Yet, somehow, none of them lay hold of us as does the
of ancient literature

the Enuma

Bi le.

Emile

Cailliet, the French theologian, tells of his first encounter with
was a young agnostic in his twenties. He had
long

the Bi le when he

A Case for Bi lical Authority

ut
ook which would, in his words, understand me,
at
a
difficult
One
the
serious
Bi
le
consideration.
day,
given

looked for
had

never

oint

a

in his

life, he

came

efore. He read it

owned

one

again,
ity was

Here is the

ossession of a Bi le, never having
through the night, e claiming again and

into the

ook which understands

me.

That kind of author

delegated y
erha s one may argue that all of the a ove, and the latter es
ecially, are very su ective. Is there no more o ective evidence to e
lieve that the Bi le has authority over us ecause it has come from
God There is. John Bright is hinting at this oint when he s eaks of
the Bi le s theology as eing authoritative. However, I would go e
yond that and argue that the world view of the Bi le is so radically dif
ferent from that of its neigh ors that it could not have een discovered,
only revealed. This is essentially the osition of G. Ernest Wright as
Testament Against Its Environment
years ago.
e ounded in his
While there are many today who say that his osition must now e
modified, those modifications do nothing to the central cogency of
the Church.

not

But

his

case.

, that
ro a ly correct that we know today, more than in
Near
Eastern
Ancient
of
culture, sharing
Israel was an integral art
Yet this know
outlooks.
and
customs
the
asic
of
a
roaches,
many
ledge does not decrease our consciousness of the radical difference e
tween the world view of Israel and her neigh ors. Indeed it heightens
that consciousness, for she held these ositions from within the cul
It is

ture, not in isolation from it.
What

are

the features of this distinctive world view

They

are

as

to the Old

follows, and as difficult as it may seem, they are uni ue
Testament, a earing elsewhere, if then, only in its daughters Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. God is one, transcendent, uncreated, trans
se ual, ersonal. He cannot e re resented y any visual form, es e

mani ulated magically, ut longs to
trust and
less
eo le who will res ond to Him in ersonal faith,
The
system as
o edience. He is utterly consistent and trustworthy.
created is good, ut ecause of an ethical choice y man, is fallen.
Man, male and female, is the highest and est of creation. The
human ro lem is not security, ut alienation. There is a distinction
cially

a

natural

one.

He cannot

e

etween humanity and nature which, like that etween Creator and
its
creation, may not e lurred. E istence is not cycUcal, fmding
from
it
is
romise to
linear, moving
in the recurrent. Rather,

meaning
fulfillment, finding

its

meaning

in the

uni ue,

non-recurrent events.

The

Individual differences
is

good. Ethical

are

significant

and

worthy

As ury Seminarian

of record. The

ody

ehavior is rooted in the consciousness of God s

ehavior toward oneself. Thus, love, honor, ustice and faithfulness are
desiderata, they are o ligations ecause they descri e the character
of God. One could go on, ut these are enough to demonstrate that,

not

although

the Bi le does

culture with

a

radically

artake

of the culture of its

different world view.

Where did these radical ideas

come

from

They

day, it

were

infuses that

not

Other ancient cultures from around the world share with

orrowed.

another
asic set of conce ts, a set very different from those ust descri ed.
Why do all of them have those ideas in common Because they all
share the same ers ective. They are all reaching out toward the divine
one

a

in

an

attem t

to discover the

meaning of Ufe,

and

they

are

the nature of the divine and of life in terms of the given

all

e ressing

this natural

system.
This

a

roach

ro lems. First, deity was conceived of
non-transcendent, multi le, ar itrary and fundamentally se ual.
They were chiefly to e understood as ersonifications of nature.
Second, the a ro riate means of relating to the deity was through
sym athetic magic. This magic is rooted in the conviction of nonissued in four

as

transcendence. Since God is not distinct from this world, ut rather, is
mani ulated through the erformance of

continuous with it, He is est
certain imitative acts which of

art of the a

and

ower,

a

necessity will roduce similar acts on the
ro riate deity. Thus, in the area of fertiUty, roductivity

human se ual rite

can

e made continuous with divine

activity which is in turn continuous with certain res onses in nature.
This issues in the third ro lem. Human historical e erience is
devalued. Since moral and ethical choices made

y individuals

do not

only ritual acts which connect the
moment with divine acts outside of time, those choices and the ersons
affect the

since

of events,

ut

insignificant and unworthy of study. This leads
ro lem the utter relativization of ethics. Since
is no single creator who could say, This is the way I made you,
divine
ehavior was fundamentally erverse and ar itrary, and

making
directly
there

course

them

ecome

to the fourth

since ethical

ehavior

was

ower, the choice of
ersonal or grou choice.

unrelated to ritual

right and wrong ecame largely a matter of
In and through all of this world view the

goal was the amassing of
ersonal security. Whether that security was con
ceived of as the freedom from want, as in the Near East, or the freedom
from desire, as in the Far East, the asic aim and a roach was the
ower for the sake of

A Case for Bi lical Authority

One has only to study the sales records of Carlos Castaneda s
ooks to discover that this conce tion of Ufe is as attractive to twen
tieth century A.D. so histicates as to thirtieth century B.C.
so histi

same.

cates.

And

has

only to reflect for a few moments to see how all
naturally if this hysical universe is our only asis
for forming our understanding of life.
Yet the Old Testament e licitly denies every one of these oints
and all of their attendant ones. Why But erha s more to the oint,
how Where did the He rews get these startUng, revolutionary ideas
If all the rest of the world, s eculating u on the Given, comes u with
one

of these tenets arise

one

world view and the He rews alone

not

suggest

This is

a

different

es ecially

source

come

u

with

another, does this

for the He rew world view

light of the Bi lical claim for the source
de icting themselves as an unusually erce tive

in the

so

of their ideas. Far from

eo le who could take the same raw materials and methods as their
more highly so histicated and educated neigh ors and effect a
hilo
so hical reakthrough, the He rews resent themselves as eing stu
orn and thickheaded, slow to de art from the eliefs of their agan
neigh ors and uick to return to them. In effect they say, We were not
religiously erce tive, ut religiously lind. God handed Himself to us
on a
latter. We tried everything to kee Him out, to avoid the un
wanted dignity of eing individually confronted with the holy God,
and so set free to make choices, res onsi le for them when made, un
a le to mani ulate Him, ut free to trust, stri ed of the comforta le
anonymity of eing a tiny cog in a great machine, called to the ainful
loneliness of a Hfe of ersonal integrity efore God in history. But,
lessed e His name, He has roken through our walls and shown us
life.

they did not discover God, ut He discovered
them. Such a claim is logical. This is the only way in which the doctrine
of transcendence can e e lained this is the only way in which the
doctrine of God s unity can e e lained, etc., etc. These ideas can
only e e lained if they have come to us from outside the given.
And if they have, then the Bi le s eaks to us with an authority all its
own. That is, the authority of the Author of life. This
eing so, it has
authority over us whether we give it any or not.
But some would argue that one can only hold such a osition y
committing intellectual suicide. One must, they say, ignore all recent
study. One must elieve the Bi le was dictated word for word y God,
etc. This is not the case. It is ossi le to see the Bi le as having its ulSo the He rews tell

us

The

timate

source

to

dictation

a

eing

in God without

erha s

But

an

o scurantist.

to ask first whether it is o scurantist to hold

ought
theory of ins iration,
one

or

at least to some

would ma imize Divine involvement while
ment. It

against
eo le.

certainly

seems so.

the Bi le s

having

A few of these

Testament has

As ury Seminarian

nearly

There

theory which

human involve

num er of facts which argue
ed on an isolated grou of

are a

dro

een

minimizing

much of the customary law of the Old
e act counter arts in older Near Eastern law
are

codes the design and em eUishment of Solomon s Tem le seems to
have een Phoenician Canaanite in ins iration sacrificial ractices
although not rationales , were uite similar among the He rews and
their neigh ors literary styles of He rew oetry are very similar to
Canaanite

styles

author s

to

human-Divine

em hases change

from

ook to

more

ermit.

However, these discoveries

cannot invalidate the evidence of the

distinctive world view of the Bi le.

listic view

and

argue that revelation involved a great deal
interchange than some of the older theories cared

ook. All of these and
more

styles

of the Bi le s

They only serve to show that no sim
ossi le. At the heart of any conce t

origins is
revelation, however, must rest the claim that God is to e
known through Israel s history. What is ro osed here is that God did
indeed s eak to certain ersons, re aring them for His activity in
certain historic events and inter reting those events in advance cf.
Deut.
E .
Gen.
etc. . As a result, know
their
to
seen
in
e
history, the He rew eo le re
ing that God was
of Bi lical

o ectivity unheard of at that time
Continuing reflection u on the
overly
and
that
was
of
history
rom ted
guided y God. The accurate
meaning
nature of the recording and the ins ired nature of the reflection means
that the He rew e erience is as revelatory and as confrontive today
as it was originally.
It is at this latter oint that Barr tellingly criticizes Wright. Although
Wright argues convincingly for revelation through history, he is some
what ske tical concerning the Bi le s accuracy concerning the details
of the events. That something ha ened is sure. What ha ened is
considera ly less sure. Barr correctly concludes that these ne ulous
events with their
rofound, ut human, commentary hardly rovide a
asis
for
satisfactory
ascertaining the source of the Bi lical theology.
The writer would argue that Wright had the correct em hasis, ut
did not go far enough. The e treme ske ticism of the last
years
accuracy and

corded it with

an

and not

common

in

our

own.

A Case for Bi lical Authority

concerning Bi lical history writing and its accuracy is unwarranted.
Again and again in recent years the relia ility of the Bi lical witness to
historic events has

een attested. To e sure, the kind of e actitude
which characterizes modern Western outlooks is often
missing, ut
this is not a art of the interest in that lace and time and its lack in
no

way affects the essential

But all that has

relia ility

of the witness.

een said thus far could

e fitted into

a

sort of

seudo-dictation theory. How is one to e lain those commonalities
reviously mentioned And if one insists on linking revelation with
history, what is the lace of the oets, or even of the ro hets, where
historical event is either lacking or very far in the ackground
Although these a ear to e very se arate uestions, the same
oint addresses oth concerns. Thus, they will e treated together.
God never s oke in a stractions. Rather, He s oke in and through the
history and thought forms of the day in so far as ossi le. If you will.
He incarnated Himself in these. Writers ins ired
y Him interacted
with those events and ideas and e ressed the result in terms of their
own
erce tions and limitations. To e sure, those erce tions and
limitations were in thrall to that vision of the all-consuming One which
unifies Scri ture, ut ust as Jesus humanity was a crucial art of His
eing as living Word, so each writer s ackground and character is a
crucial

art of the written Word.
This is no less so of the oets and ro hets than it is of the histor
ians. All of their reflections, however dark or ecstatic all their ro
nouncements, whether terri le

conce tion

of God

they

or

ho eful,

are

made in the

cannot esca e. And that

light

of

a

of God is

conce tion
erience. Not in some isolated
event, ut in the totality. Why are Israel s salms so similar to Ugarit s
in form ut so different in theology To the e tent that they share a
common historical conte t they are the same. And to the e tent that
the Psalms reflect that overwhelming conce tion of God orne out of
her s ecial historical conte t they are different.
This conce tion of revelation which sees God ecoming incarnate in
s ecific history and ideas means several things. First of all, it is ina
ro riate to make the Bi le the last word on matters relating to the
hysical sciences. Its ur ose is not to e ress a stract scientific fact.
rooted in Israel s overall historical

e

ur ose is to confront men and women in their own lives with the
reality of a God who cannot e mani ulated and yet can e trusted.
In other words, its ur ose is to convey s iritual truth in concrete

Its

relationally-oriented

terms. Since matters

ertaining

to the

hysical

The

sciences

ought

are

more

or

not to take it

less
as

eri heral

to the

As ury

Seminarian

Bi le s ma or ur ose, we
areas. At the same time,

te t ook in those

a

let it

e said that when the Bi le does mention these areas, its level of
accuracy has een much higher than anything we could e ect from

other ancient literature. But wherein the conce tions of the day were
not
atently false to that world view im licit in the nature of God,
were
allowed to stand e.g., the windows of heaven in Gen.
they

.

Furthermore, such an understanding of the rocess of revelation
oints u the lack of wisdom in defending the Bi le s authority from

the

view oint of

lack of

The argument for authority
im act of the Bi le rather than
u on the e actitude of this num er or the recision of that date, es
ecially when this e actitude or recision is osited to e ist in a hy o
thetical autogra h, ut does not e ist in resent documents. This is not
to say that the reUa ility of the Scri ture is of no concern. It is of
great concern. But that reUa ility must e seen in terms of the stan
dards of that day, against the ackground of the literature of that day
and in the light of the Bi le s overall ur ose, not in terms of a syl
logistic scheme of erfection.
Finally, such an understanding highlights the im ortance of inter
retation. Four outcomes of aganism were cited a ove. They were
deity was conceived of as continuous with nature
deity can e
human historical e erience
mani ulated through imitative magic
is devalued, and
ethics ecome com letely relativized. Given this
situation, God could not sim ly dro a systematic theology ook u on
the world. He had to rove that He was transcendent, that He could
not
e mani ulated, that human freedom and res onsi ility are real,
errors or

errors.

must rest u on the overall nature and

and that there

roof

could

But this

are

only

means

consistent ethical standards for aU of creation. This

e

given

in the cruci le of

s ecific

human

that the time- ound and the timeless

are

e erience.
caught u to

gether in the Scri tures. Thus, the task of inter reting the contem o
rary significance of what was said
years ago wiU always e with
us. However, let it
e said, that significance can e discerned with less
difficulty than some would have us elieve
In summary, we have argued that the Bi le s distinctive world view
su orts its claim to have its ultimate origin in God, so that it is revela
tory oth as to its eginnings and as to its im act today. This distinc
tive world view is the result of certain s ecific events in history as weU
as the general historical e
erience of the He rew eo le. God was
.

A Case for Bi lical A u thority

distinctively

oth elements and ins ired certain individuals to
to those elements,
oth efore and

active in

give authoritative inter retation

after the fact. This is the Bi lical claim and is the

lanation

of the

only ade uate

e

henomena.
osition is not to ignore recent discoveries a out the
relation of Israel to her neigh ors and their culture. If these findings
increase the com le ity of the rocess of revelation and ins iration,
they do not render it an im ossi iHty. He who translated Himself into
a
s ecific human form and culture, fraught with weaknesses and
limitations, ound y the forms of the day, yet a le to unveil the full
ness of Himself to all ersons in all times is a le to
s eak and indeed has.
To take such

a
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Structural As ects in the
Old Testament Pro hets
Work and Message
y

G. Her ert Livingston

During the ast three decades, much research has een done in the
area of analysis of the
ooks of the ma or and minor ro hets. This re
search has een s arked artially y the form-critical methods ro osed
y Hermann Gunkel and y a com arative study of the Bi lical te t
with the mass of non-Bi lical inscri tions of the ancient Near East made
availa le y archaeological work.
Much of the research done has een fragmentary, that is, concerned
v dth limited assages, or selected assages, in the ro hetic ooks. The
een influenced
research also has
y a growth conce t of literary
a
humanistic
evolutionary way of thinking, and a
ty es undergirded y
reoccu ation with a sychological asis for the ro het s s iritual
Ufe. The result has often een a confused and misleading e lanation
of the
ro het s work and message. Yet, soUd work has een done
which can e hel ful for a fruitful study of Old Testament ro hecy.
The
ur ose of this essay is to glean from this research insights
which can hel us to see more clearly im ortant structural as ects of
the ro hets work and message. These structural as ects wiU e con
cerned mainly with the covenant, the lawsuit, and the function of the
messenger as they relate to the actual te t of the ooks of the ro hets.
e made to show how the covenant structure, the
lawsuit structure and the messenger structure relate to each other and
An effort wiU

ression in the Scri tural te t. In effect, this sha es
studying the ooks of the ro hets in their arts and
u
in their totaUty. But the suggestions in this a er will not e limited to
literary matters. An effort will e made, also, to show how the struc
tural elements and the literary e ressions give us an underlying struc
etween God,
ture of inter- ersonal dynamics
ro het and other
how

they find e

as a

method of

of Old Testament at As ury Theo
degree from Drew Theological Sem
su ervised archaeological e cavations in the Middle East.

G. Her ert Livingston is Professor
logical Seminary. He holds thePh.D.

inary and has

The

eo le, whether individuals or grou
study will then e summarized.
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As ury
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of this kind of

The Covenant Structure
Students of the Old Testament have

long recognized

in God s revelation to man,

that the

cove

ut until recent years,

im ortant
regarded, asically, as a theological conce t. At various
times during the first half of this century, newly discovered inscri tions
alerted scholars that the covenant had a much more ractical function
in the ancient Near East, ut it was not until George Mendenhall u
in
lished his article, Covenant Forms in IsraeHte Tradition
the
aware
of
at
were
made
that, English s eaking eo le
least,
im lica

nant was

it has

een

tions that the non-Bi Ucal treaties,
tament studies.

Since that time,

a

eared

and

as

a

flurry

result

a

es ecially Hittite,
ooks

of articles and

our

understanding

on

had for Old Tes

the covenant have

of the Old Testament has

roadened, dee ened and enriched. Primarily, these new studies
of the covenant have centered a out the Pentateuch, the work of
Joshua and the kingshi of David, ut the ro hetic ooks have not
een overlooked. This is true in s ite of the fact that the word cove
times in Jeremiah,
times in Isaiah,
nant
erit occurs only
een

times in Daniel and ten times in all the Minor

times in

Ezekiel,

Pro hets,

half of these in Hosea,

si

As understood now, the covenants of the ancient Near East

asically

olitical

in nature and would

e

were

etter called treaties. These

of two ty es the arity treaties etween e uals or nearly
and the suzerainty treaties etween an em eror and the
nations,
e ual
treaties

were

kings of his em ire. Dennis J. McCarthy has given us ten such
treaties in English translation. Analysis of ancient Near Eastern treaties
has indicated that the following com onents occur in them. In some
vassal

treaties all of them

are

found

in

others,

most of the

com onents

are

found.
The com onents

are

King,
relations,
revious treaty

titles of the Great

a

list of sti u
a document

history
a list of curses and
god list,
lessings.
Attem ts to a ly these com onents to the covenant etween God
and the atriarchs, etween God and Israel at Sinai, etween God and
lations

clause,

or

laws,

of

a

Israel at Shechem, and
and

frustrating.

etween God and David have

The attem ts have

een

een

oth fruitful

frustrating ecause,

in the in-

Old Testament

stances

Pro hets

ust mentioned,

accounts of

covenant-making

events

are

re

served, ut not the actual covenant documents. Hence, the covenant
com onents are scattered v ith no strict order of se uence. When the
covenant

com onents have
een

there has

y analyzing

this

One fact is

the

newly

een

a

lied

to the

Kline

Meredith

more success.

ook of

has done

Deuteronomy,
us

ook in terms of the covenant.

clear,

in

utihzing

revealed faith of the

it that all references to

the covenant form

atriarchs,

as a

Moses and

framework for

Israel, God

agan deities were removed and
the status of mortal enemies of the faith.

Efforts to

a

ly

the

great service

saw

to

relegated

to

understanding of the covenant form and
its formulations to the ma or and minor ro hets have een fruitful
ut even more frustrating. As mentioned earlier, the word covenant
does occur in the writings of the ma or ro hets, more in Jeremiah
than in Isaiah

ut

rarely

new

in Ezekiel. The word does a ear a few times in Hosea
in any of the other minor ro hets. None of the covenant

com onents,

or

as

such,

are

e

licitly

mentioned. In

s ite of these handi

ca s, research has made it clear that the covenant certainly undergirds
the themes and voca ulary of these
ro hets. The covenant serves
a hidden agenda in their messages.
The first com onent of the covenant, the titles, has
hrase, I am Yahweh, which, witn some variations,

somewhat like

nant sections of all the

ooks of the Pentateuch. The

arallels
occurs

hrase

is

Ezekiel, less fre uent in Jeremiah and the minor
The covenant statement, You are my eo le, I am your God,
in Isaiah and

ations of it,

and minor

in E odus

egins
ro hets. Descri tions

and

can

original

cove

fre uent
ro hets.
or

vari

oth the

of and reference to the

ma or
mighty acts

and the con uest
covenant events in the Pentateuch and in most

of God in the E odus, the wilderness
shows u in the
of the ro hetic

e found in

in

in the

writings.

wanderings,

sti ulations,
relationshi s. Many a odictic and
are scattered through the
the Ra is count
casuistic laws
Pentateuch. Taking Mendenhall s guidelines, other scholars have found
many
arallels in the ro hetic writings to the Mosaic laws. Many of
the
ro hets accusations center on violations of Mosaic law. James
Muilen erg closes one of his discussions of Old Testament ro hecy
with these words, So today we no longer s eak of Moses or the ro h
the ro hets.
ets, or of the law or ro hecy, ut rather of Moses
An

im ortant com onent

in the covenant

was

the list of

the do s and don ts of covenant

The

ook of Deuteronomy has

a

num er of conditional sentences

The

tied to the
sentences

kee ing

or

e found

can

ro hets.

A covenant com onent containing curses and
ooks of the Pentateuch. They

Deuteronomy

num er of
Near East
covenant

ro hets.

curse

or

and

. Del ert

lessings
are

Hillers

arallel

most

has

clearly re
gathered a

statements in the Pentateuch

assages and in
ronouncements
He lists them under
categories.

The Hittite treaties have

of the Old Testament

document clause which insists that co ies

a

of the treaty e laced in the vassal s tem le and read
This rocedure is like that recorded in E odus
-

-

and

ly

e found

can

malediction statements found in various ancient

inscri tions which

eronomy
and ossi

Seminarian

reaking of the law. Many similar conditional
in the writings of oth the ma or and the minor

in several of the

sented in

As ury

can

Ha akkuk

e

seen

also in Isaiah

eriodically.
-

Deut

Jeremiah

- .

In addition to covenant com onents, there is a significant voca ulary
carry over from ancient Near Eastern treaties and from Pentateuchal

ro hets. W. L. Moran has given us asic in
formation a out the word love ahav as a treaty and a covenant word.
H. B. Huffmon has made a similar study of the word know yada .
And D. R. Hillers has rovided ties etween older covenants and the
ro hets with a study of good to and goodness to ah
covenants to the

Much the

writing

same

kind of correlation could

hesed

e done with such words

hen , righteousness sede ah and
and eace shalom . On the nega
tive side, words like guilt asham and ini uity aven , sin hattat and
err
avon , re el esha and wicked rasha could yield rofita le
com arisons etween the Sinaitic covenant and ro hetic roclamation.
In summary one may say that the covenant rovides the framework
as

steadfast love

and mercy

ya sar , ustice mish at

u rightness

for other structures that have

structures is

.

.

more

The Judicial
The

ground

controversy
in the

cusations

uarrels

were

scenes

made

also form

f.,
art of the

or

Lawsuit Structure

assages in the
at the

writing

ro hets have

offenders of

against
Gen.

ff.,

erson and
Gen.
,

. uarrels
a
ackground good e am le
,

their

ack

gate of the city where com laints and

outside of court

Neh.

unity and continuity. One of these

.

Jo

ro erty,

ac

or even

Judges

ff.

etween heads of state
is

Judges

-

.

Old Testament Pro

Wright

G. E.

hets

says the

treaty and makes

analysis

of

ersonnel

of the lawsuit

are

the

the

on

Deuteronomy

oint.
The

ased

attern is

controversy

an

suzerainty

to illustrate his

udge, erha s

an

advocate for

the covenant, the accused, and sometimes those who witness the ro
ceedings. The several hases of the trial would e the summons to

court, the declaration of charges or indictment, the re uttal of the ac
cused, the ronouncement of the sentence, conditions of Ufe during

udgment,

ossi le conditions for ardon. It could e e ected that
a recorded
descri tion of a lawsuit rocedure would reflect these
hases of trial and udgment and this is indeed the case.
The sim lest format of a lawsuit account may e given as
a sum
to

mons

and

hear,

an

ment. But the

therefore

accusation,

writing ro hets

were

.

.,

.

and

an announce

sim le at-

not inclined to follow

tems so we have variation of com onents in the lawsuits ortrayed
y them. The est e am les are Isaiah
some would limit it to

-

-

-

Hosea

Micah

-

-

ossi ly

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jer.

-

.

-

-

-

Amos

and Ezek.

-

classic, we may egin with it to see its com
the ro het ordered to lead
a an a eal to listen
onents
announce
the case
a a eal to mountains and hills to Usten
God s acts at E odus,
the accused uestioned
ment of lawsuit
- re uttal of ac
a His acts at Con uest
goal of the trial
- solilo
You know
accusation
sentence
cused
of
confession
of
accused
sorrow
Ho
e
given
uy
Iff. is

Since Micah

-

e altation of the divine

Now let

gard

a

us

-

to Micah

,

we

announcement of

ten

tory uestions
I wiU

ro het
udge
udgment

lawsuit
.

.

accusation

-

may

e

eal

.

.

.

I

lawsuit

a identification of

-

.

to lis

accusa

y

identification of

.

devise

-

resuh of
announce

restoration, I wiU.

manner

accusation

deity

lamentation

charges

announcement of

in this

-

.

a therefore

analyzed

re

- a announcement of sentence

l

.

c- a announcement of sentence,
- accusatory uestions and

announcement of

sentence

-

a therefore

reason

-

a a
analysis
of
udge
ma esty

may make this

a therefore

ment of sentence

Micah

udge.

ack and look at the other lawsuits in Micah. In

go

a

a

eal

to

listen

announcement of

accusation

a there-

The

fore

.

ualifi

and

authority

announcement of sentence

-

.

.

Seminarian

An ury

cation of the advocate.

Micah
-

-

e divided in this

may

a therefore

accusation

announcement of

-

tence

.

eal

to

listen

will

a identification of

sen

will
a therefore
.
ruler
announcement of restoration,
a summons

I

restoration,

announcement of sentence

c-

.

announcement of

-

udge

.

sen

I will.

tence,

asically com rised

ook of Hosea is also

The

eighth century ro het
ing the lawsuit com onents. In effect he
sitive

is

on a

fa ric

lawsuit,

formal

long

a

announcement of

announcement of future

reason

take

a

manner

.

.

analyze

to

First let

us

of lawsuit

of lawsuits. This

sen

creative than Micah in mi

interweaves them

they

that

so

is more of a family uarrel than a
attern. Hosea
is too
its
com onents are resent, and
though
and
.
here, so we will concentrate on

look at

-

la

c reason
I

- a sentence

eal

to

listen

I

warning

will

announcement

a therefore

an

.

.

a accusation
I will

.

.

d
I

sentence

will
-

reason

-

a reason

warning

.

will

I

c sentence

a sentence

sentence

.

a therefore

reason

reason

-

- a accusation

accusation

a

will

e sentence

a

accusation

nouncement of sentence

reason

even more

sen

tence.

And

now

announcement of

-

Hosea

identification of

reference to Jaco
-

e hortation

I

Jaco

a therefore

accusation
God s

sation

anguish
toration

goal

God s acts

will

-

will

.

-

.

.

.

-

.

sentence

nouncement of restoration

sentence

I will

I

God s

-

will

ro osed

-

reason

a rhetorical

res

c sentence
rayer
- an

uestions

c the two ways.
For the ur ose of this article, we will e amine only
suit, namely in Isaiah . It may e divided as follows

e altation of

accu

will

reason
reason

I

deity

announcement of

a sentence

a announcement of restoration

.

through

a identification of

re uke and sentence

a e hortation to return

.

reference to

God s acts in wilderness

for Israel

a therefore

.

.

a God s acts in E odus

accusatory uestions and charge
a accusation
God sactsin E odus

ro hets
-

a therefore

deity

accusation

announcement of restoration

-

lawsuit

deity

one more

a

a

law

eal

to

Old Testament Pro

hets

announcement Lord s oken
listen
l c- accusation
a
to
listen
to
the
eal
verdict
accusatory uestion
authority
and identity of the udge l llcdivine dis leasure and accusation
announcement of sentence
a e hortation
author
and
of
the
ity
au
identity
udge l - a the alternatives
a therefore
thority of the announcement
accusation
.
and
the
of
the
l
cannouncement
authority
identity
udge
of sentence
I will
announcement of restoration
I will
.

-

.

sentence.

On the

asis of the

As in the covenant

analysis, several o servations may e made.
formulations, care is taken to stress the authority

identity of God and this feature tends to tie the covenant and the
together. The lawsuit roceeds from the covenant, ut the
Lord God is in charge of oth.
The lawsuit tends to refer to the
covenant acts of God, in the E odus and later, as the asis of the court
action.
The accusations rought against the eo le and leaders are
that the covenant laws, es ecially the Ten Commandments, had een
violated.
The sentences roclaimed against Israel are arallel to the
and

lawsuit

curses

arallel

of the covenant.
to the

There is

one

lessings

The announcements of restoration

are

of the covenant.

feature of the lawsuit content which

ent direction than the covenant for its

origin.

oints

in

a

differ

Now and then in the law

suits the

hrase, Thus says the Lord, with varying additions, desig
nates the authority and identity of the udge laintiff. This hrase has
its home in the ancient Near Eastern system of sending communications
via messengers. The messenger system

eo le

was

not limited to non-He rew

the Israelites used this method too.

The

Messenger Structure

It is remarka le that in the many studies made of the
ro hets very little literary correlation has een made

ooks of the

etween the

ro hetic messages and the messenger system, e ce t in the last few
decades. Orthodo scholars have een rimarily engrossed in the im
ortant

ro hecy fulfillment

and

eschatological

thrust of

ro hecy.

Nineteenth century li erals were concerned a out showing that the
Old Testament ro hets were historically human and that their ideas

rime value. Gunkel and his immediate disci les were attracted
threat and re roach and their origins. Holscher
and his followers saw mainly the sychological traits of the ro het s
e erience.
were

of

to short oracles of

The

In the

o ening cha ter

of his

notes that L. Kohler

im ortant

As ury

Seminarian

ook, Claus Westermann

e the first to tie the greater
amount of the work and
message of the ro hets with the work and
s and
messages formula of messengers. During the
s, an occa
sional article a eared in Euro ean oumals
this or that
to

seems

discussing

sage

a

aragra

.

.

intimate connection

an

as

messenger s eech. Even J. Lind lom has this one sentence
there is in the giving and formulation of the oracles
h,

as

But Lind lom

was

etween the earlier and the later

ro hets.

the formulation of the oracles

not interested in

as messenger s eeches he was
looking for henomena that would
him in his overall history of religions a roach to ro hecy.

Claus Westermann s

ook has

een the

hel

rimary vehicle which has
fore,

rought
im ortance of the ancient messenger structure to the
as a fundamental structure for Old Testament
ro hecy.
the

One could take time to

analyze

a

few of the

mass

of ancient Near

Eastern letters, mostly written in cuneiform scri t on clay ta lets, and
correlate their standard formula with those found in the narratives of
the Old Testament. A few of those who have done
tion

James

are

Ross

and J. S.

We will turn rather to

a

HoUiday.

some

of this correla

few of the several dozen accounts of

mes

senger communication in the Old Testament for guidance. This material,
too, has een e amined y various scholars, among whom are Claus

Westermann,

and Klaus

Koch.

The earliest account of
in Genesis

.

.

.

Jaco

to my lord

these items

sending

- . For the moment
sent

...

he commanded them

Esau Your

a

messengers with a message is found
we will only highlight these
hrases

saying, Thus

servant Jaco , says thus ....

Jaco s decision to send

words to the messengers,
identity of the sender, and

c

the

message,
identity of the

the authoritative,

are,

.

.

.

go to my

Note the

s eak

We would note

his authoritative

a

The ne t incident is found in Genesis

shall you

addressee, d the

says

thus.

. The

im ortant words
father, and say to him, Thus says your son Jose h.

commissioning ver s go, say, the identity of the address
identity of the sender, and the authoritative words, Thus says.
Num ers
ff. gives a glim se of the delivery of a message. O
serve these
Balak sent
hrases, .
they came to Baalam and said
to him, Thus says Balak the son of
i or, .... It should e noted
ee, the

.

that Balak made

a

.

.

decision to send

transmitted the message

orally,

.

.

a

message, that the messengers

the addressee is

identified, there

is the

Old Testament Pro

Thus says

hrase,

authoritative
sender.
There is

hets

a

.

.

and the identification of the

And

Judges
Je hthah sent

of the children of Ammon and said to
The

same

ll

similar situation in

hrases,

note these

.

com onents

are

ff. In

messengers

him, Thus

in this sentence

as

and

verses

to the

again
Je hthah

says

.

king
.

.

.

in those mentioned a ove.

many other illustrations of these standard hrases or formula.
We draw attention es ecially to II Kings
and
- .
-

There

are

ack

Turn

now

ff. and note these words, And God
and he said, Thus you shall say

to E odus

I AM THAT I AM

said to Moses,

and in verse
.
Israel, I AM has sent me unto you
underline the ver s, God
.say to them. Now move on to cha
ter five, verse one, And afterward Moses and Aaron went in and told
In these sentences we
Pharoah, Thus says the Lord God of Israel.
the
have the selection of Moses as a messenger,
identity of the sender,
the command to carry the message, the ver s, send, go and say. We
also have the transmission of the message orally, the identity of the ad
dressee, as well as the messengers, the authoritative words, Thus
to the children of

.

.

.

.

. and the identity of the sender. A large amount of the narra
says
in this messenger
tive material in E odus and Num ers is framed
n
.

.

of my
ook .
.
ook of E odus, we see Moses commissioned y God to fill
three roles for Him. He was called to e His messenger to the IsraeUtes

Structure

In the

E .

see

.

and

In

-

cha ters

mediator of the covenant which

rael at Sinai. In

mel

a

same

king-making
. Not all
I Kgs.

Ahi ah I Kgs.

etween God and Is

esta lished

, Moses

to serve as

God s messenger,
against a eo le who

was

e said of Samuel in the

could

Eli ah on Mt. Carof the earlier ro hets
ortrayed as filling
, or
ut whether the ro het was Nathan II Sam.
, they
, or Elisha II Kgs.
, Micaiah I Kgs.
in I Samuel

all three tasks,

commissioned

udicial roceeding

roken the covenant. The

event of

was

was

through

cha ters

mediator and advocate in
had

he

and

so

also

are

all messengers of God.
The messenger s eeches of the re-classical ro hets are rimarily
is somewhat true
reserved for us in narrative frameworks. This feature
ooks of the ma or and minor
of the writing ro hets, ut in the
were

have many messenger s eeches a art from a narrative. We
need to look more closely at these messenger s eeches.
It is
First, let us ask, who was involved in the messenger system

ro hets

fairly

we

easy to

answer

that

God, the Lord, the

ro het himself,

and the

The

addressee s .

Ne t

communication

hase

we

Phase

ask, what

Seminarian

of this system of
is the decision of the sender to send a mes

may
one

are

the

As ury

hases

the message to a selected messenger s
three
is
the
transmission
of
the message in either oral or written
hase
four
is
the
of
the message. The rocess may e
form hase
delivery
reversed so that there would e hase five in which the addressee s re

sage

two is the

giving of

s ond

to the message
hase si the transmission of the new message
ack to the sender, or at least a re ort is made hase seven would e
the messenger re orting to the original sender. Communication could

continue

y assing through

these several

hases.

The

hases could e grou ed into two distinct contact events, the
revelatory contact and the roclamation contact. Phases one, two, and
ossi ly seven could e tied to the revelatory contact whereas, hases
four and five would e as ects of the delivery contact. These hases
may serve as a framework within which we can analyze the literary e
ressions of the messenger structure.
We usually la el the initial revelatory contact as the ro het s call
e erience. In the writings of the ro hets, we have Amos ersonal
said to
and
the Lord took me
testimony to a revious call, .
the
Note
Israel
to
identity of
.
me, Go, ro hesy
my eo le
the sender, the selecting and commissioning ver s, took, go, ro hesy,
and the identity of the addressee. The account in the ook of Jonah
- is similar, Now the word of the Lord came to Jonah the son of
Amittai, saying, Arise, go to Nineveh, that great city, and cry against
it
. The same com onents are resent the identity of the sender
the selecting ver , came the identity of the messenger the commis
sioning ver s, arise, go, cry against and the identity of the addressee.
There are longer accounts of Isaiah s call in cha ter si , of Jere
miah s in
- , and of Ezekiel s in cha ters - . In Isaiah we find the
the selecting ver , send
identity and ma esty of the sender
the commissioning ver s, go, tell ...
a and the identity
etween
the sender and
of the addressee, this eo le
. Dialogue
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the messenger is

Allow

identity
identity

me

to

feature of this account.

a

oint

of the sender

out similar traits in Jeremiah

a

cha ter

The word of the Lord

of the messenger
me
the commissioning ver s, g o,
ver , send
of the addressees,
to aH l ,cf.
.

came

one.
.

.

.

The
the

Jeremiah
selecting
the identity
s eak
Again, dialogue etween
sender and messenger is a feature of this initial revelatory contact.
Unusual imagery is found in the call e erience of Ezekiel, ut the
.

.

.

.

.

.

the

Old Testament Pro

asic traits

send,

hets

there. The

are

ma esty

and

identity

of the sender is found in

the statement of selection is found in
in it

also

the

Ezek.
s eak, are in
, ,
, etc., Israel . Dialogue

Son of man
this roll, go,
is found in

the

is not

identity

a

of the addressee

feature of Ezekiel s call,

ut unlike Isaiah s and Jeremiah s calls, the words of
. are oined with the identity of the serider,
says
.

authority,

ro hets,

Thus

the Lord God

.

and are found in
and
.
In the
ooks of each of these

ver ,
hrase,
s, eat

l- a and it has the

identity of the messenger is in the
a, a etc. the commissioning ver

reference is made to

re

eated
revelatory
ro het. It is striking that in these other incidents the ver , send
shalah is largely missing.
A art from the ook of Daniel, all of the ma or and minor ro hetic
ooks have su erscri tions which designate the office of the ro het as
a vision, or
urden. Not in every su erscri tion is the sender identified,
ut where this element is missing the content of the ook makes it
instances when

contact occurred

etween God and

the

clear that the sender

vision,
e

is to

was

the Lord God. And

ver , saw,
words, with visual aids sym olic acts
or

the

occurs, there is

even
no
as

when the noun,

dou t the message
su lements to the

message.
An e amination of the messenger s eeches shows that they either
announcements of udgment or of salvation. Both announcements

are
are

similar in format and content with the accusations and announcements
of sentence and the announcements of restoration found in the lawsuits.

they can e distinguished only y the introductory sen
recede each one.
In regard to the units dealing with udgment, oth in the lawsuits
and in the messenger s eeches, there are these common elements a
the
.
the words of authority, and identity, Thus says the Lord
the
an
therefore
.
e
accusations c reasons d the connective
the results of udgment. Many e
nouncement of sentence, I will
Many

times

tences which

.

.

am les could
In regard

e

rought

.

.

forward to illustrate similarities and differences.
dealing with restoration and salvation, oth

to the units

s eeches, there are these common ele
ments
a the words of authority and identity, Thus says the
often an e hortation c resume of the situation, d an
Lord
.
often
nouncement of restoration, I will , e results of restoration,
er
an affirmation of the ma esty of Savior. Again, if time and s ace
and
similarities
illustrate
to
e
given
mitted, many e am les could
in lawsuits and in the messenger

.

.

differences.
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ro hetic writings,

we find a range of variety in the arrange
the
messages,
se uence of their internal com onents
and their length. Often, it would seem, the lacement of messages of

ment of these

udgment

and salvation has

logical

no

asis rather they

Turning
we

delivery

to the

find that

hases of messenger communication,
least, introductory sentences alert
s eaking to the addressee s . The mes

contact

revelatory

same

format

res onses of the

they

say

.

.

ro hetic writings we ick
addressees indirectly in such hrases

.

.

as

in the lawsuit

contact.

Here and there in the
or

is

as

narrative frame or, at

a

the reader that the messenger is
sages are virtually the same ty e and the
and in the

e

to

seem

laid out to give a theme or an im ression of movement, such
done in modern visual media.

,

, in Jonah

In Amos

in Isaiah

u
as

of the

some

you

say

-

and

.

.

.

we

find accounts of the actual ver al and action res onses of leaders and
o ulace. The ook of Jeremiah rovides us with the most e tensive

eo le res onded

accounts of how leaders and

like

edekiah, re uested

unfortunately,
ro het.
This

same

were

to his messages. Some,
information from the Lord, ut most,
even violent, endangering the life of the

more

negative,

ro het, Jeremiah,

is the

one

who left

us

with

com laints

and rayers of agony which reveal to us a it of the inner struggles
when he re orted ack to God the results of his message delivery.
You may ask, how does a knowledge of these structures and their

ressions really hel

literary e
I

can

roceed

do

no more

me

to know the

than summarize with

a

ro hets
suggestions

few

on

how to

further.
A keen

awareness

of the covenant, lawsuit and messenger
e ressions should hel a student to eval

literary
accurately the ro hets e erience in the resence of God.
Were they ecstatic tri
e eriences as some have tried to maintain
The data that I have laid out would oint in a different direction. God
revealed Himself as a Person and honored the integrity of the ro het s
own selfhood. Hence, what ha
ened etween them was on the level of
inter ersonal relationshi s not as eer to eer, ut as Sovereign to ser
vant. The
resence of God was overwhelming and glorious. His words
were freighted with authority, and His commission utterly changed and
dominated the
ro hets lives. Yet, the ro het could talk ack to
God, could our out his com laints, even accuse God. And in those oc
casions, the ro het received re uke, advice and challenge. He also restructures and their
uate

more

Old Testament Pro

hets

ceived mercy, strength, and victory.
When one e amines these revelatory contacts, one finds that almost
every emotion e ce t fear is anthro omor hically attri uted to God.
The

negative emotions are directed against idolatry and the eo le s
involvement in it the ositive emotions directed toward the re entant,
the remnant of Israel who would return to the covenant
relationshi .

O viously,

one

would find the former in announcements of

udgment

and sentence, and the latter in the announcements of salvation.
It would a ear that
eneath these anthro o athisms is

a

asic

dilemma which may e stated thus the Chosen Peo le, Israel, have
oined themselves to idols therefore, if God follows through the strict

letter of the covenant curses, the Chosen Peo le will e wi ed out and
God will lose His
eachhead in a agan world if God does not ring
on
His
Chosen
udgment
Peo le He will violate His attri utes of ustice
and holiness. The result is
in this
can
can

assage from

I hand you over, O Israel
I treat you like e oiim

How

I make you Uke Admah How

can

warm

again
midst, and

I will not

in your
was

Cannot you hear the so s of God
I give you u , O E hraim How

can

My heart recoils within me, my com as
and tender. I will not e ecute my fierce anger, I will
destroy E hraim, for I am God and not man, the Holy One

sion grows
not

suffering.

Hosea, How

the salvation of

a

come

to

destroy.

God s

only remedy

remnant.

revelatory
e erience, he
sought
ro het
was not mani ulating God, he did not lose his self-awareness. But the
call e erience rought a factor into his life that was to goad his soul
to the end of his days. The
ro het, too, faced a asic dilemma. If he
faithfully roclaimed the udgments of God, he would e in serious
trou le with the eo le and their leaders. If he refused to roclaim
God s sentence on the eo le, as Jeremiah almost did Jer.
, he
For
clear
state
and
would come under God s dis leasure
udgment.

Pro ing

into the

data,

one

finds that in

neither

contact, the

nor

regard

to the

induced the

Ezekiel
and
- , and
sees this dilemma
.
One
,
uite
lurking in Amos, in Hosea, in Jonah, in Micah, even in Ha akkuk.

ments of this dilemma
a

not

This

so

see

Jeremiah

clear statement in Isaiah

asic dilemma in itself is

ehavior of the

ro hets

and

enough

one

strange
he
assages deaHng

to account for the

does not have to

ring

in the

of ecstasy to hel out. An ade uate e egesis of
with the revelatory contact would take all these factors into account.
nomena

A keen
structures

awareness

and their

literary

of the covenant, lawsuit and messenger
e ressions should hel a student of the
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ro hetic writings as he seeks to find in them source material for
reaching. He should uickly reaUze that icking here and there for
sermon te ts, or drawing together a series of
roof-te ts for a to ical
sermon is inade uate. One should look at units as wholes, at units as
related to each other, at the ooks as wholes. Then and only then can
the im act of these great men of God and their messages sink dee ly
into the mind and heart of the listener. These ro hets are difficult
to study, they are difficult to live with, ut when taken seriously they
will change eo les lives for the etter.
of the covenant, lawsuit and messenger
structures and their literary e ressions should hel a astor to under
stand etter his vocational calling, his social res onsi ilities and his rac
A keen

tice of

awareness

astoral care.
reacher without

anomaly He is a living contradiction.
Like the messenger of old, a true reacher must e erience a call to
reach he she must receive a commission and strength from the Holy
S irit to erform the reacher s task. Authority and ower go together,
and they, must e oined in the reacher s Hfe. The reacher must e a
real erson. He she must e o en efore God and man, and e willing
to
ay the
rice of faithful roclamation of the Word of God. The
reacher must e a erson of integrity, must e honest, ure of motive,
ermeated with love, and outgoing in concern for others. Priorities
must e fi ed on service to God and man rather than on such eri heral
matters as salary or status.
A reacher without a strong sense of social res onsi ility is also an
anomaly. Those who would say that to reach the Word is enough, that
corru t social and governmental structures and ractices are eri heral,
of the ro hets. Those great men were not
are not in the fellowshi
ascetics they did not run from social evils they faced them head on.
They did not regard ustice as sim ly a stract sets of laws. To them us
tice was com assion ut into ractice. Corru tion must e denounced
ut a call to change was also stressed. True they did not lead street
demonstrations or armed revolution, ut they did ress the issues of
corru tion and in ustice home to o ulace and leader with iting
clarity and laid out a ositive rogram of ustice that would create a
ust and harmonious society.
Perha s the ro hets could e scored for not eing very good lis
teners, ut I imagine that they had already listened to the com laints
and the schemes of the great and the small. Most im ortant of all, they
had listened to God. What we have in their ooks is the straight-forward
A

a

call is

an

Old Testament Pro

hets

talk of

rother, of friend

rother to

neigh ors

and did not need to

knew those

had to
at the

eo le

to friend.

They were dealing with
riefed y long case histories. They

e

from childhood. The crisis

e faced. God

was

severe

and issues

taught
ro hets
eo le first
oint of their delusions, their false estimate of their own ower
the

to deal with the

uality of their love. When this falsity was stri ed
away, then,
ro hets faced the leaders and the o ulace with
the asic dilemma in which their sins had entra ed them. Briefly,
their asic dilemma was this if they would e Chosen Peo le they
must radically sever themselves from their much loved se -worshi . If
they chose to e agans under the guise of eing Chosen Peo le, they
must suffer
unishment at the hand of their God. To ring this issue to
focus many of the ro hets called their listeners to immediate decision.
Their ver al ictures of ultimate doom were frightful, ut they never
failed to e alt the ower of the Savior God and to glory in the enefits
and wisdom, the

ne t the

of salvation. And it is not hard to find here and there the intercessory
so s of a roken heart.

eighth

Viewed in terms of the events of the

and seventh centuries,

failures, for Israel did

not res ond to
ro hets might
have
vindicated
of
But
the
events
concern.
history
she herding
of
those
them and through the mercies of God the words
ro hets still
haunt us and rod us to e true she herds of the flock.

e la eled

the

as

their
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Princi le

God s

of Power

y Ronald Ball
een

As ury College for long efore I devel
o ed a driving fascination for Dr. Henry Clay Morrison. Dr. Morrison
was a
resident of As ury College, the founder of As ury Theological
Seminary and, from all I could gather, an e traordinary man.
As my freshman year in
rogressed, I searched for and found
several iogra hies of Morrison and s oke with a num er of ersons
who had known him and heard him reach. I egan to see a man whose
walk with God was decidedly different from the average, and whose
u lic ministry was, in itself, henomenal. One man with whom I s oke
related his recollection of the reaction on the college cam us when
Morrison would return after having een away for evangeUstic services
or
ossi ly on a fund-raising cam aign. He remem ered how everyone
would know Morrison was ack ecause the entire atmos here would
suddenly and wonderfully e charged with the resence and ower of
I had not

a

student at

God.
The information I
What

triguing.
s iritual influence

was

gathering a out this e ce tional man was in
Why did he e ercise such a owerful
reaching elo uence was legendary and the re

was

his secret

His

sults of his administrative skills

are

stiU o vious in the forms of the

instrumental in either founding or maintaining.
Yet, these factors failed to e lain this man of God, with his life so
filled with a su ernatural dynamic.
for the clue or clues that would oint to the secret of
institutions he

was so

My searching

ended during a cha el of my senior year
. An associate of Morrison, Dr. J. C. McPheeters,
memorial service on the thirtieth anniversary of Mor

Dr. Morrison s influence

college in
conducting a

at the
was

finally

rison s death. Dr. McPheeters shared a little-known incident that took
involved in a
lace not long efore Morrison died. The two men were
revival meeting in a small church not far from Wilmore and were re

aring

to

en oy

a

meal in the

After the food had

Ronald Ball is

a

the M.Div.

holding
evangelism.

sim le

farmhouse home of

een served, Morrison

rose

a

church

family.

from his chair and called

graduate of As ury Theological Seminary,
Degree. He lans to minister in the field offull-time
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a s ecial time of
rayer. He knelt and rayed the
that gave me the clue to the secret of his ower. Morrison, after
rayed for several other concerns, egan to intercede for the

everyone to

with whom the two

were

staying.

His words

unusually

ecame

rayer

having
family
intense

he said to God, .
and Lord, lease save us from eing ordinary
Christians Dr. McPheeters affirmed that for years he had een una le

as

.

.

of that rief rayer.
with
ower
eo le ecause he refused to e ordinary
mediocre in his relationshi to Christ. He drew on the ower

to esca e the

im lications

Morrison had
or

su

merely
ly of

His Lord and found that

su

ly

more

than

ade uate

in every

situation.
It is,

however,

warmed and

one

thing

to e amine

a

like Morrison and

man

e

But it is often

uite another matter to discover
in our own lives the means of a
ro riating this same divine ower to
the same Hfe-altering degree. The e tremity of our times and the dan
gerous des erateness of the hour demands ersons of this same s iritual
cali er. God wants to
roduce outstanding s iritual leaders and has
given us in His Word the divine rinci le of ower that must e learned
if we are to e at all effective in our frustrated, fragmented age. This
rinci le of ower is clearly e ressed in cha ter four of echariah.
To ade uately gras what this assage communicates, one must
first understand the larger environmental conte t of verse si and then

ins ired.

the immediate conte t. The si th

the Lord to

eru

verse

a el, Not y might,

reads, .

nor

y

.

.

this is the word of

ower,

ut

y My S irit

says the Lord of Hosts.

The

larger

environmental conte t has to do with the disaster that

finally resulted
in the udgment of God. Their land had een razed, their eloved city
of Jerusalem devastated, and the ma ority of the o ulation carried
away in slavery to Ba ylon. The nation had een stunned y the sever
ity of God s unishment ut had reathlessly clung to the faint ho e
of a restoration. When echariah was recording his words, this faint
ho e was eginning to e realized as a tiny remnant of the eo le were
trickling ack to their homeland.
The eo le struggled to raise again the walls of their city and lay a
foundation for renewal. They were under the religious leadershi of
Haggai and echariah the ro hets and Joshua the high riest and
the olitical-military guidance ot eru a el. They o viously had com
etent leadershi and were ossessed of a commenda le goal, ut they
were also surrounded
y hostile and vindictive o onents. The odds
had

efallen the nation of Israel. Their stu

orn sin had

God s
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them and, at the

recording, the mass
morale of the city- uilders was low. They were de ressed and dis
couraged and wondered if the o could ever e com leted.
God then roke into the situation as He always does when His
eo le are hel less against their enemies. An angel was commissioned
and sent to echariah, who was caused to e erience a series of im or
were

against

echariah

oint

was

tant visions which contained needed messages for the harassed workers.

significant

The most
of

eight.

echariah

vision for

aslee

was

our

and

ur oses is the fifth of a series
nudged awake y the angel-

was

messenger, who showed him a golden lam stand with seven ranches
or candle-holders. It is here that the more immediate conte t of verse
si

enters into consideration. The

lam stand re resented

the nation of

Israel, yet the lam stand gave no light it was com letely dark. The
No, re
angel asked echariah, Do you understand what you see

lied

the

the vision

ly

God s

ro het, I do not. The angel then offered an e lanation of
y stating the words found in verse si which showed that on
ower could light again the lam of Israel. He then continued.

What

are

great mountain

you,

Before

eru

a el you

shall ecome
ring forward the to
lain
stone with shouts of Grace, grace to it Moreover the word
of the Lord came to me saying, the hands of eru a el
and he shall

a

have laid the foundation of this house, his hands shall also
com lete it. Then you will know that the Lord of Hosts
has sent

me

to you

w. - , R.S.V. .

grou of tired uilders was stu endous.
It did not matter how limited their resources were, nor how meager

The

meaning for God s small

angel had made it clear. It is not y might nor
y ower ut y My S irit says the Lord of Hosts. The mountain of
er le ities and difficulties which they faced would e leveled to a
lain. God s romise was unmistaka ly clear. eru a el s hands had
egun the work and y Almighty God s decree, his hands would finish
eru a el would ring forward the to
it
uilding stone and everyone

their a ilities

were.

The

What encouragement to
God s grace has done this
these frightened eo le. God Himself had ledged His aid.

would shout,
The

terminology

of the

angel

The He rew word used here

might.
might or

articularly significant.
for might carries the idea

is

Not

y

of armed

force. In fact, it is translated army
ower. The word used
many times in the Old Testament. Nor y
here for ower tends more to convey the thought of a single, intense,
a

well-e ui

ed military

The

resolute force. The
Israel s

As ury

Seminarian

angel may have had some noted hero in mind
y David, nor Moses, nor Eli ah, nor Joshua.

ast. Nor

y ower.

from
Nor

God s message was to the
liverance would not come y

oint. He was telling echariah that de
a well-trained, heavily e ui
ed army
would not come y the heroic actions of an
nor y ower. Victory would come .
y

Not

and it
y might
individual
outstanding
My S irit, says the Lord of Hosts.
This then is a urning, challenging enunciation of God s rinci le of
ower. By My S irit is God s romise that through His infinite re
sources we can fulfill His
ur oses. It is also His so er warning that
.

following

any other

avenue

.

will end in dismal failure.

A memora le illustration of the vital

of

ower took

resurrection at

im ortance of this rinci le
lace in the interim eriod etween Jesus death and
the close of the Gos els, and the day of Pentecost at

eginning of the Acts.
The disci les a arently were sufficiently re ared to launch their
mission of s reading the good news a out Jesus. They had ust com
leted the most incredi le three year education a human could ever
have e erienced. They had learned intimately from Incarnate Deity,
Jesus Christ Himself. It is im ossi le to measure what the steady in
fluence of the Son of God must have accom Ushed within them. They
also had witnessed the most dramatically im ortant event in human
the odily resurrection of our Lord Jesus. It would e only
history
to
assume that now they were ready to march and take the
logical
world y storm. What more could ossi ly e needed They were seem
ingly ready, ut Jesus said no. He sto ed them cold. It was not time to
go. They lacked the most integrally im ortant ingredient in s iritual
success. They were not filled with and anointed
y the Holy S irit.
the

You need to wait in

Jerusalem, Jesus told them. You need to
romise of the Father. Don t leave, don t dare to mount
an offensive against the kingdom of darkness unless you are first filled
with the Holy S irit. Jesus, in actuality, was telling them, This is the
word of the Lord
saying, it is not y might nor y ower ut y My
the
Lord
of
Hosts
S irit says
So they o eyed and waited. Then it ha ened Pentecost The
sound of a rushing mighty wind filled the house where they were sitting,
and they were all filled with the Holy S irit. From then on nothing
could halt the force God had unleashed through this tiny, o scure
grou . They reached Jesus that very day and thousands were stung,
wait for the

.

.

.
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stirred, smitten and swe t into God s kingdom. They witnessed in the
same city where their
itter enemies had murdered their Lord, and
those very enemies could not withstand them. Some of them traveled

reached Jesus there in s ite of the generations-old
re udice
regarded the Samaritans as the most s iritually
dull and unres onsive ersons on earth. They went to Samaria and
one of the greatest revivals of the early church
eru ted. Jesus was
without
God
s
of
right
rinci le
ower o erating within them, their
influence would have een fee le, and their efforts futile.
This grou of disci les efore Pentecost was so similar to our class
of graduating seniors. We have re ared three or four years in a uality
institution dedicated to Bi lically-oriented, evangeUcal teaching. We
have een well-trained and have develo ed ackgrounds that will rove
valua le in our varied ministries. We have e erienced the resurrectionreality of Jesus Christ eing orn within us y faith. Yet we will fail if
we have not learned this
rinci le of ower for ourselves. Let God
to
us
It
is
not
s eak
again
y academic e ertise, nor y counseling
nor
y solid education, nor y ecclesiastical friendshi
com etence,
with a high denominational official, district su erintendent nor isho .
It is y My S irit says the Lord of Hosts As the words of a contem, once again we need that holy flame
ory Christian song states it,
to meet the challenge of today.
It is at this unction that I am going to shift the focus of this mes
to Samaria and

that

Jewish

sage. Thus far we have een in the realm of what is often the theoreti
cal. How can all we have considered e translated into life Peo le want

to

see

a

erson s

havior, and will
How

can

you and I

channel such
There

are a

conduct, and his eliefs in his e
ministry for ower and consistency.

convictions in his

e

ower

watching

his

e the kind of

as we

have

een

ersons

discussing

through

num er of elements that could

e

whom God

suggested here,

can

ut I

to the three that I consider most essential

going to restrict myself
inwardly a ro riating God s rinci le of ower.
If you are going to have a cutting edge for the Gos el and e
anointed with such ower as I have s oken of, then you must make
commitment to Christ your constant concern. You must continually
cultivate your relationshi with Him. Your first loyalty is not to a de
nomination, a school or another erson, ut to the Savior, who freely
died for you. Learn to love Him, to grow in a reciation of His s len
did character, and to e enra tured y His delightful resence.
I still recall my dee s iritual hunger for an intimate walk with the
am

for

The

Lord Jesus

friend

during
rought me

vania. I had

God I found

my freshman year in

college.

As ury

One
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evening

a

close

Pennsyl
recording
y
raying and longing for the richer communion with
romised in the Scri tures, and one song from his record
made

a

some

friends of his in

een

greatly affected me as it touched this need. The music was sim le and
the lyrics far from rofound. They sang, To know Him, to know Him,
to know Him is to love Him and to love Him is to walk with Him, my
. This is what I am saying make
Jesus, my Savior, my Friend
Him
wholehearted
knowing
your
goal.
You also should lace humility high on your ersonal list of desires.
Re ent and forsake all ealousy, envy and any uarreling or selfishly
am itious s irit. These negative, destmctive attitudes are not worthy of
a Christian minister. Make John the
Ba tist your model in this area.
Personally a ly his selfless rayer to your own life and erformance.
He must increase, ut I must decrease Jn.
.
If you are going to e the S irit-filled roductive minister God wills
you to e, then you must also make rayer your to s iritual riority.
This is the connecting link among all your s iritual disci lines and
ha its. Through this medium your e erience of Christ is dee ened
and the fruit of humility is ena led to flourish. Learn more a out ri
vate
rayer where your heart contacts God through our Lord Jesus.
The devil fears your rayers far more than your ul it outreach or
your counseling contri ution. It is only as a man or woman of rayer,
that any of us can genuinely realize the meaning of the hrase, By My
S irit, says the Lord of Hosts.
When I was ursuing my first year of studies at As ury Theological
Seminary, Dr. Ro ert Coleman egan having a ositive influence u on
me. I remem er a man once telling me that when he and Dr. Coleman
were classmates, the characteristic that was most
rominent a out
Dr. Coleman was that he was a man of rayer. What an im ression that
statement made on a young seminarian Lord, teach us to ray
This semester I have een doing research on the great revival of the
eighteenth century. This awakening came to e known as the Wesleyan
Revival in England and the First Great Awakening in the American
Colonies. The ur ose of the ro ect was to discover a clue leading to
an understanding of God s
attern of reviving His eo le that would e
I
to
a num er of works
had
read
ut still was una le
a hca le
today.
to clearly determine a unifying, contri uting factor until toward the
end of the term. In a ook entitled The Christian Leaders of the Last
Century y J. C. Ryle, a nineteenth century Anglican isho of Liver.

.

.
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God s

ool, England, I found the clue I needed.
Ryle also wanted to discover how his day could know revival as the
leaders whom he
eighteenth century had. In the ook he e amined
considered the most significant of the awakening. Among them were
such men as John Wesley, George Whitefield and John Fletcher. In his
final cha ter he summarized the common elements among the men and
sought to answer the uestion, Why are we not e eriencing Uke re
vival in England today
His conclusion should olt us awake to the
need of our times as well as his. Ryle decided that the ro lem cen
tered in two sim le areas. His lament was that his day had neither the
men nor the message of the eighteenth century.
Neither the men nor the message. We have no difficulty under
standing his meaning when he mentions the message. Although there
was

disagreement

shar

among the

concerning the

doctrines of Cal

Arminianism, they all mutually agreed and reached the
lostness of man, the su stitutionary atonement of Christ, the new

vinism and
utter

irth and the need and

rivilege

of

a

holy

life. It is not

Ryle s

comment

the message that is distur ing. It is his statement a out the a sence
of the kind of men needed. Do we have men today as in that revious
on

time

Do

we

have

men

flaming. S irit-anointed

the

intensity of Wesley, or
assion of Whitefield or even the calm,

with the determined

trans arent urity and holiness of Fletcher One iogra her of Whitefield, Stuart C. Henry, said of him that he ossessed that rare uality of
the ro het in that he reached what he already racticed instead of

trying

to

The

uate
the

ractice what he reached.
uestion is a stu orn one that refuses
Do

we

of God

as

answer.

S irit

have

men

and

women

to leave without

an

ade

who know the fullness of

did these revival leaders of this

ast movement

This is the urden of this message. We can have men and women who
e erience God s rinci le of ower if we can have men and women
who will willingly ay the crucial rice of sacrificial, dedicated, ChristIt is not y might
we learn and learn well that
centered

y
rinci le

nor

living. May
ower ut y
of

ower.

my

S irit

says the Lord of Hosts.

This is God s

Book Reviews
Contem orary Theology, edited y Stanley N. Gundry and
Johnson, Chicago Moody Press.

Tensions in
Alan F.

Contem orary Theology, edited y Stanley Gundry and
Alan F. Johnson, is an am itious ro ect. The editors have gathered
an all-star set of evangeUcal writers including As ury Theological Semi
nary s own Dr. Harold B. Kuhn for the ur ose of summarizing and
evaluating trends in contem orary theology. They are writing for the
late-college or early seminary student. Given the wild and wooly nature
of modern theology, this is no easy task.
The main strength of the ook lies in the generally erce tive sum
maries and evaluations of the ma or movements in theology since World
Tensions in

War II. Vernon Grounds essay on Barth, Bultmann, TilUch, and Bonhoeffer offers in
ages a concise and useful analysis of these four
men.

David

tent essays

Wells, Harold Kuhn, and David Scaer do similarly com e

on

Recent Roman Catholic

Theology,

Secular Theol

ogy, and Theology of Ho e. If you do not know much a out these
theological movements then these articles will identify the ma or ro o
nents of

oth

each, summarize their work, and evaluate each

ositively

and

negatively.

movement

staggering diver
theology from
sity of modern theology.
Schliermacher to Barth sim ly tries to cover too much ground. What he
says is too vague and too general to hel the eginner, and too sim lis
tic to hel anyone else. Stanley O itts article on linguistic analysis suf
fers from the com le ity of the to ic he is covering. I dou t seriously
that the novice theological student with little or no ackground in lin
guistic analysis could follow this article at all. The essay dri s with the
s ecialized voca ulary of the su ect, and uses an a undance of uotes
from rimary sources without hel ing the reader clear the fog caused y
the s ecialized voca ulary. Geisler s article on rocess theology handles
ut this article
an e ually difficult assignment with greater clarity,
might still e eyond a new seminarian. Somewhere efore the end of
one s seminary career, however, the evangelical student ought to e e
osed to rocess thought Geisler s article would e a fair lace to egin.
Harold Brown s article on The Conservative O tion is in one sense
The weaknesses of the

ook may result from the

Bernard Ramm s article

on

good, and in another sense a disa ointment. As a restatement of
evangeUcal theology and a criti ue of li eral theology. Brown s article
is weU written and well resented. However, I admit to some disa
ointment at fmding such a traditionally stated evangelical olemic at
the end of this ook. The theologies resented in this ook, however
su -Christian they may e, were stiU develo ed to meet some need or
crisis in the world. This reviewer could have ho ed that the final article
of this e cellent ook would e an attem t y orthodo y to s eak con
cerning some of these ro lems. It is my firm conviction that the

very

Bi lical faith

modern

man

es ouse is a much more relevant answer to the needs of
than any of the modern li eral theologies reviewed in this

we

ook. One must

a

reciate

ook such

this, which reviews and
criti ues the li eral answers to the world s needs. But, it would e
weU also to see a resentation of ositive evangelical theological essays
a

as

which address the needs of the modern world without

Bi lical revelation and the

Gos el,

as

the li eral

theologian

surrendering
has

so

often

done.
Melvin E. Dieter
Associate Professor

of Church History

Gos el of John, An E ositional Commentary,
.
ondervan,
gomery Boice, Grand Ra ids

y

The

This is Volume II of

a

ro ected

.

James Mont

.

.

five-volume e osition of the Gos
astor of the famous Tenth

to St. John. The author is

el according
Pres yterian Church

Philadel hia and successor to Donald Gray Barnhouse on the coast-to-coast Bi le Study Hour. This young author, as
tor and radio reacher has degrees from Harvard, Princeton and Basel.
Three elements in the author s ackground rea ear continuaUy in
the e osifion his theological training, his Reformed Theology, and

his

evangelistic

homilies
ters

eal

The commentary consists of a series of over
ortions of Scri ture from John s Gos el, cha

concern.

ased

on

every message closes with an effective evangeUstic a
decision. The te t ears out the comment in the reface that

Nearly

- .
for

in

a

the author

was

influenced

y

Calvinistic doctrine and the

sermons

of

and

Charles S urgeon. The influence of Dallas Theological Seminary
the Scofield Reference Bi le, which consfitutes the te t of the com
Several esmentary, is reflected in the discussion at numerous oints.

ath from the

says are devoted to ustifying the changing of the Sa
seventh to the first day of the week for most Christians.

Students of this

fre uently im ressed with the element
assages s eak as if salvation is all the work of
e ual num er stress man s res onsi ility in

Gos el

of determinism. Several
God. Other

coming

Seminarian

As ury

The

are

assages in
to God for grace.

Boice finds te ts in John that su ort the five doctrines of classical
Calvinism, including total de ravity, unconditional election, limited

atonement, irresisti le grace, and
is careful to

oint

all of God. He o serves that
of

means

ut

only

a

reservation of the

saints. The author

out that salvation is all of grace, and

miracle.

God calls

men

to himself

therefore,
irresisti ly y

He notes also that salvation is not for everyone

for those whom God has chosen from the

eginning to acce t
ausing to e

salvation and that God s election is irresisti le. Without

lain

theological ro lems

the

his readers to
that if

we

come

do not

here he also in the

same

discourse urges

ecause, whosoever will may come and

to God

come we

are

held

guilty for his ina ility to elieve
God making it im ossi le for one to
for not elieving does not deter him

guilty.
.
.

Boice holds that
The

man

logical a surdity

is

of

elieve and yet holding him guilty
from urgent leas for re entance

and faith.

The author shows

a

good ac uaintance

with

history, es ecially theo

logical history. Perha s the greatest value of the volume is the clear call
to re entance and faith. The reader may e thankful that the author s
commitment to unconditional election and irresisti le grace does not
deter him from inconsistently calling all readers to re ent and have

faith and

holding

them

res onsi le

they fail to do so.
enhanced y a su ect inde

The value of the te t is

if

and

at the close of the volume. Readers will find the

inde

read, challenging, and
from this author the

In The

Beginning God
.

.

Scri ture

ractical, and many will look forward to receiving
concluding three volumes of the ro ected series.
George A. Turner
Bi
lical Literature
Professor of

.

.

.

Answers to

ford A. Wilson. Revised edition. Grand
.

a

ook easy to

uestions on Genesis, y Clif
Ra ids Baker Book House,

One of the most unusual features of this little

ook is its format.

Book Reviews

The content

was

resented

swers

originally

over

re ared

as a

series of

radio station HCJB in

een left in this format. The

cha ters

are

uestions and an
uito, Ecuador, and has

thus either

seven or

fourteen

ages in length. The uestion and answer se uence rovides some occa
sion for distraction and re etition, as some issues are considered from

slightly

different

ers ectives.

The intent of the

ook is the

harmonizing

of the first eleven

cha

ters of Genesis v dth the discoveries of modern science. Dr. CUfford is

Australian

an

archaeologist
authority and inter rets uite
ers ective is Uteralistic wherever
who

the facts. But this

readily recognizes the limits of his own
fle i ly outside his area of e ertise. His

this seems ermissi le to account for
asic commitment to UteraUsm does not lead into as

s eculative and uestiona le
often susce ti le to.

an

e egesis

as

this kind of literature is

Dr. CUfford considers the usual

uestions the meaning of day,
ro lem
s ecies,
ro lem of dating, evolufion, creation
myths, long lives, the flood and its universality, and the Tower of
Ba el. No striking new evidence, and no research of an original sort
have gone into these studies. Various conservative ers ectives are con
sidered, and while ifford is a Uteralist,he is o en to changing osition
on many inter retations, should future evidence warrant it. One could
the

of

wish that

some

the

of his consideration of the views of others

documented. Also,

y covering
many to ics,
tation is not great. An occasional logical non-se

work.

so

the

were

etter

of argumen

de th
uitur also

mars

the

All in all, however, this is a ook that a astor can conscientiously
lace in the hands of a arishioner as an introduction to key issues in

inter reting Genesis. While one may not agree at every oint, there is a
ty ical British AustraUan in this case readth of ers ective that is so
fre uently lacking in ooks of the same ty e in the United States. CUf
ford is much less defensive and more s iritually stimulating without
eing
reachy like others. Thus, in general, this is a usa le ook.
earance of works of this ty e does raise one fur
however, that thinking Chrisfians must eventually con

The continued a

ther

uestion,

religion movement, as it is resenfly cen
tered in California and Illinois, is enca sulated. Chrisfians are addressing
and somefimes only ickering among themselves. De ates center
around differences in ers ecfive among Christians, often with sur
rising acrimony. Fellow Chrisfians of different eliefs are regarded as
the most dangerous threats to the faith, which is atently fallacious in
sider. The whole science and

The As
the face of the Church s

difficulty

general Christian a athy.
An

even

failure to

confronting

in

ury Seminarian

social issues and

serious internal

more

ro lem than this ickering is the
develo ments in the sciences.
Christians are ignorantly thinking them

ade uately kee

in touch with

Darwin is still the enemy, and
selves allied with recent attacks u on older forms of evolution from
certain well-known scientists,
com letely missing the oint that such
scientists are merely seeking to im rove the generally
acce ted evolu

aradigm

tionary

rather than to revolutionize it. Failure to

touch leads to failure to criticize

uately.

In sum, Christians still

secular

kee

in

scientific Hterature ade

effectively reaking

the arrier
etween Christian and scientific circles.
A final ro lem, for which this ook is sym olic, is that attacks
u
on the
geological column and the theory of evolution are iecemeal
and are forms of s ecial case leading. Too much Christian criticism
are

not

ased u on the accumulation of e ce tions to the
evolutionary rules.
The effort is to overwhelm the theory y the accumulation of
tiny

is

ro lems. Christians
dis roof acce ta le

seem

una le to discover any additional criteria of

to science itself. An effective attack will have to

shake the foundations of scientific
thinker to com ete with Karl Po

methodology,
er, Thomas

and find
S.

Kuhn,

a

Christian

and other

hiloso hers of science. Dis roof will have to ecome more hiloso hi
cal and com rehensive, and less devoted to minutia.
Otherwise, Chris
tians will continue to write good ooks, like this one,
only for their
encouragement. If

own

fort to influence the

heritage

of

settle for that alone, and a andon the ef
antagonistic world, we a andon our Christian
we

resenting com rehensive. Bi lically - ased
understanding ourselves and our world.

foundations for

hiloso hical

Ivan L.

a ilka

Former ATS Registrar, Ph.D. Candidate

A

History of Preaching,
.
House,

Book

y Ral h

G.

Tum ull, Grand Ra ids Baker

.

The continuation of Edwin C.

history

of

reaching

in two

Dargan s monumental work on the
volumes, volume three is the roduct of

years of research and active interest. This reviewer knows the author
ersonally and is aware of the research investment. The Christian world
can

e

grateful

Hundreds

for

ma or reference work of this cali er.
of reachers from many nations find their
a

way into this

Book Reviews

volume. Inde es and

i liogra hies

add to the usefulness of the

History, secular and sacred, are frames of
ture and theology rovide resource.
The scholar of Puritan

y

works

reference,

and

ook.

oth litera

thought will a reciate this work, as other
something of an authority in that field,

Dr. Tum ull who is

too.

osition, theology and Ufe, the varieties of reach
man and their
ing
ecuUar talents. Actually, we have
here a remarka le study in gifts. The novice will see reachers as reach
ers ut reachers themselves know very weU that talents and creativities

E egesis
aU

are

and

e

related to

and contri utions

are as

different

as

faces.

Denominational

ers ectives reveal themselves too, as do the various
theological and homiletical, from the ietist to the modernist.

lifestyles,
Altogether,

here is

a

reference tool

which most ministers will want to

The Horizontal Line

Dills oro, NC

kee

no
as a

li rary can e without, and
ready information resource.

Demaray
Professor of Preaching
Donald E.

Syno sis of the Gos els,

y

Western North Carolina Press,

Reu en J. Swanson,
.

.

.

.

volume, the author, the Professor of Philoso hy
and Religion at Western Carolina University, undertakes to facilitate
the task of students of the New Testament. The result is a uni ue har
In this remarka le

Most harmonies arrange the te t of the Gos
columns. The disadvantage of this arrangement is that

mony of the four

els

in

arallel

Gos els.

the natural order is distur ed, since

no

gos el

is foUowed

consecutively

in its natural se uence without interru tion. Furthermore, gos el mate
rials in current Syno ses are u ta osed only a ro imately, for fre
them
uently the organization of materials varies within the erico es

selves. Thus, the author descri es the situation for which this volume
seeks a remedy.
The result is a syno sis which uses horizontal rather than vertical
each of which is a syno sis in itself. In the
lines. There are four

arts,

first syno sis, Matthew is the lead Gos el and its te t is on the to
line with Mark, Luke and John in matching arallel lines elow. In the
John elow.
second, Mark is the lead Gos el with Matthew, Luke and
John e
and
Mark
Luke with Matthew,
The third section is headed

y

low

the fourth is headed

y

John.

The

The words which match

are

As ury

underscored. E act

Seminarian

arallels

are

so

Sec

com arison.
aligned vertically
rinted in light italic. This format also ermits
the four Gos els, such as the inclusion of Paul s
words a out the Eucharist. This makes it ossi le for the first time to
see all the similarities and differences in syno tic form.
This is a very ainstaking work and is e ertly accom lished. It
resents the student of the Gos els with an invalua le study tool that
should greatly sim lify the task of com aring one account with each of
the others. Availa le also is the same syno sis in Greek. Both author
and u lisher are to e commended for the vision, the courage and the
atience which roduced this result. It should find a warm welcome and
e tensive use y students of the New Testament.
George Allen Turner
of
Professor Bi lical Literature

arranged
they
ondary com arisons
arallels outside of
that

to facilitate

are

are

Barclay A S iritual Auto iogra hy,
Eerdmans Pu lishing Co.,
.
.
William

delightful

Grand

Ra ids

Wm. B.

rovocative. The sources of de
light
many high interest,
styl , and some sense of intimate
ac uaintance with erha s the est known o ular Bi le commentator
of our time. Moreover, advancing one s own knowledge of the man, his
method and message, along with fresh facts a out any num er of su
ects, only add to the dimension of oy in the reading of this little
auto iogra hy.
The rovocative side of the ook is in its challenge to orthodo y.
William Barclay refuses to e ressed into anyone s mold. He is Barclay
and never lets his readers forget that. If he disagrees with arts of the
A ostles Creed and he does , he lets you know. If he refuses to em
race the orthodo doctrine of the omni otence of God and he does
This work is at

once

are

.

an

-

This leads

himself

a

he says
one

li eral

and

oral

so.

Barclay is
evangelical. He
to say

not

a

traditional

elieves his sins

evangelical. He calls
forgiven he loves

are

Jesus Christ and follows Him he identifies with the Church and says
the A ostles Creed. But he is humanistic in much of what he elieves

ersonally.

a reciates the s irit in which Dr. Barclay
makes his li eral confessions, ut Christians at once evangelical and or
thodo will take issue with him, and rightly so.
This reviewer

Book Reviews

ositive side, it is refreshing to see a man of his influence
family so enthusiastically In more than one lace he s eaks
with loving concern a out the family, and his lovely words of gratitude
are as touching as
to his wife, Kate
.
anything he says in the
On the

herald the

ook.

One also

mind ,
sion to

a

reciates his

eautiful

humility

disci line he
s eak and write so ordinary eo le
his

flowing eauty of his

never

wrote

a sermon
can

I

after

am a

second rate

Thursday , his

understand

as

him, and the

rose.

Donald E.
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Book Briefs
y Donald E. Demaray
of S iritual Religion, y D. Elton True lood, New York,
Row Pu lishers,
.
Evanston, San Francisco, London Har er
The Essence
.

The concerned

astor will read True lood with

volume,

Don t miss this little

now

availa le in

rofit

low cost

a

edition.

cha ter on worshi
thought and ractice.

The

oth

VI

cannot

Of

hel

volume to

rovide

will

a new

The material

on

dimension in terms of

sin and salvation

fail to stimulate.
not

lace

only

to the

minister, this would

A ingdon Press,

com iled
.

not

e

a

cha ter
ad little

thoughtful arishioners.

in the hands of

Preludes to Prayer,

always.
a er ack

y

Louis

Cassels, Nashville,

New York

.

No minister should go another week without Preludes to Prayer
done y this famous religious ournalist. Cassels reads widely and well,
and has

ut together

anthology of almost incom ara le
laymen, too.

an

Put this in the hands of your

E ository Preaching Plans and Methods, y
.
. .
Ra ids Baker Book House,
.

F. B.

Meyer,

uality.

Grand

Meyer s work, re rinted as art of The Nota le Books on Preaching
series, deserves a lace in the reacher s li rary. The contem orary
minister of the Gos el, however, will find the older e ression of rin
ci les and their a Ucation good as ackground ut not always trans
lata le for

man

in the

Recommended

u lished y

When

Life

Book

House,

s.

the whole of The Nota le Books

Baker Book House

Tum les In,
.

y

Preaching
of Grand Ra ids, Michigan,
on

Batsell Barrett Ba ter, Grand
.

.

.

Ra ids

series

Baker

This is a good little ook of sermons on crucial issues
alcoholism,
loneliness, the golden years, etc. Pastors will find stimulation and guid
-

ance

in

working

ever-relevant

out their own sermons

y Earnest Larsen,

Holiness,
Here is

work

a

on

these contem orary and

concerns.

on

New York

holiness that

Paulist Press,
.
.
will
read
with
astors
great rofit.
usy arish where he wrestles with

s eaks right out of a
alcoholics, marriages on the verge of colla se, ad
dicts, neurotics, and all the rest of it. Thus, what he says has a cogency
not always found in works on the su ect. He erceives the chief char
acteristic of holiness as growth.
Father Larsen

life and death issues

The Power

of Prayer in Business
.
Tidings,

Thomas, Nashville

and the

Professions,

y G. Ernest

.

Pastors will do well to

urchase a small su ly of this little a er
otential rayer grou leaders in industry,
and
the
usiness,
rofessions. Dr. Thomas in lain and clear language
shows the great enefits of cor orate devotionals in factory and office,
ack to

lace

in the hands of

and it is difficult to
sense

of urgency.

see

how anyone could read this

ook without

a
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